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Introduction
Building Great New Neighbourhoods
Great neighbourhoods come in all shapes and sizes, but they don’t happen
by accident. Careful planning and thoughtful design are needed to imagine
and create places that are walkable, vibrant, social, and livable, supporting
a great quality of life for all residents. Great neighbourhoods contribute
to the prosperity of Langley, attracting new people and new businesses
that keep the municipality alive and capable of adapting to change. Great
neighbourhoods are the foundation of a great Township of Langley.
Any neighbourhood can be great and there are many ways to achieve
success. A cornerstone policy of the Township of Langley’s Official
Community Plan is that no two neighbourhoods are alike, nor should they
try to be. Each is unique, in terms of its history, character, density, land
use and development capacity.
Designing great neighbourhoods begins with thinking about how to arrange
and assemble its “building blocks,” for example lots, streets, centres,
parks, and greenways. Identifying and understanding the nature of these
building blocks involve carrying out background research, reviewing
existing planning policies, determining best practices, and obtaining public
input.
As new urban neighbourhoods grow, typically populations increase and
then slow, decrease and then rise again over the decades. Lifestyles
and public priorities also change over time, as do markets, economies
and technologies. All of these changes influence the way we strategically
build our neighbourhoods, both for the near term and long term. Meeting
the needs of new residents in the near term, addressing the changing
neighbourhood life cycle needs in the medium term, and thinking ahead
about neighbourhood transformation and adaptation over the long term is
critical to planning and building great new urban neighbourhoods that are
welcoming, long-lived and resilient.
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What is a Neighbourhood Plan?
Neighbourhoods need homes, buildings, schools, parks, roads and
infrastructure to support their residents’ daily lives. With so many important
elements – building blocks – supporting great neighbourhoods, how are
they organized so that they all work together?
The Township of Langley organizes these building blocks by making
neighbourhood land use plans. These plans guide long-term development,
making sure that the homes and amenities in neighbourhoods are
appropriately organized to support existing and future residents, and
that there are efficient and multiple ways to travel to work, shops, and
recreation sites.
Council oversees the creation of neighbourhood plans which are carefully
and collaboratively drafted through input and feedback from residents,
builders, and other stakeholders.
Neighbourhood plans take into account the physical or built environment
and how it can best be integrated with the natural environment.
Neighbourhood plans also help to guide the types of future activities or
uses that can take place in different areas.
Ultimately, the municipal Council must consider and formally adopt, if they
chose, neighbourhood plans. Only then will they be used to guide the
decision-making process.
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About this Document
The purpose of this document – the Neighbourhood Planning Primer –
is to inform the planning and design of high-quality, livable and walkable
neighbourhoods in the Brookswood-Fernridge community, specifically the
neighbourhoods of Booth, Fernridge and Rinn. It synthesizes and outlines
the policy framework and the many building blocks involved in creating
neighbourhoods that meet the goals of the Vision and Guiding Principles of
the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan.
This Primer is organized in five sections, beginning with this Section
– Section 1 – which provides an overview of the project goal for the
neighbourhood plans and proceeds with the following:
•

Section 2: Neighbourhood Design Context

•

Section 3: Neighbourhood Design Elements

•

Section 4: Neighbourhood Design Process

•

Section 5: Glossary

This Neighbourhood Planning Primer will be a guiding document
throughout the neighbourhood planning process and will contribute to and
inform the neighbourhood design process and public engagement.

Note: Italicized words and phrases are included in the Glossary.
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Neighbourhood
Design Context
Complete Communities
Complete Communities is a planning concept to guide the building of
livable, health-promoting, and dynamic communities or neighbourhoods
that residents can call home for generations. It views neighbourhoods as
integrated systems – in which the built and natural spatial elements are
intertwined – that are more than the sum of their parts.
Complete Communities lies at the core of the policy framework in planning
documents such as the Township of Langley’s Sustainability Charter and
Official Community Plan and the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our
Future (a growth strategy for the region). These policy frameworks guide
positive change, development, and investments in housing, employment
areas, public infrastructure and community services, and amenities.
Complete community strives to balance the social, economic and
environmental needs of neighbourhood residents. Complete Communities
are places that offer and support a variety of lifestyle choices, providing
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to live, work, shop, learn,
and play locally.
Complete communities requires:
•

enough housing to generate a population base that will support
commercial services, community amenities and utilities, and public
transit;

•

a variety and balance of land uses, including residential and
commercial, within a convenient distance;

•

investment in and support for alternative modes of transportation
including pedestrian and cycling trails, and transit routes that connect
one place within the community to another; and

•

the design of adaptable and resilient neighbourhoods that respond to
the scientific certainty that because of global emissions of greenhouse
gases (GHGs), our regional climate and weather patterns are changing
and will continue to do so.
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Built and Natural Environments
The built and natural environments are the primary organizing components
of a complete community.
The built environment of a neighbourhood is the buildings and material
infrastructure that support human settlement, ranging in scale from
individual buildings and hard-surface spaces between them to residential
precincts and commercial districts, and to the built community as a whole. It
also includes such infrastructure as water supply, energy and transportation
networks.
The natural environment of a neighbourhood is composed of an
interconnected system or “network” of streams and wetlands, ponds
and lakes, forests and fields, greenways and parks, yards and other
planted open spaces. This network includes broader regionally important
natural areas, such as, in Langley, the Campbell Valley Regional Park
and riparian areas of Anderson Creek and Little Campbell River, to more
neighbourhood-scale sites such a neighbourhood parks and countless
treed backyards.
The natural environment includes a range of ecosystems, large and small,
that are comprised of living and non-living things that are linked together
through nutrient cycles and energy flows, and other biological, geochemical
and physical processes.
Neighbourhoods can and should conserve and enhance, accommodate
and provide both built and natural environments at a variety of scales.
If planned well, neighbourhoods provide for human activities, support
human health and well-being, sustain long-term biodiversity and ecological
functions, incorporate ongoing climate change mitigation and adaptation
measures, and have a limited carbon footprint.

Urban Form
Urban form is the spatial and physical arrangement or the shape and
design of a neighbourhood (natural + built environments). The layout of
neighbourhood streets, location, and design of homes and businesses, and
distances between destinations all contribute to its form and directly affect
residents’ urban quality of life.
The form of a community and its neighbourhoods is important because
it influences the everyday life of residents. It influences where they live,
work, shop and relax; their everyday travel choices; and whether their
commute trips can be made by walking or biking, using public transit, or
driving.

Building Blocks of Urban Form
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Walkable Neighbourhoods
A complete community and the neighbourhoods nested within it should put
pedestrians first. It should be built at a scale that is easy to walk through
and meets the daily needs of people of all ages and abilities.
A walkable neighbourhood is more than just pedestrian infrastructure
(e.g., sidewalks and pathways):
•

It is formed to encourage pedestrian activity and balances built and
natural environments.

•

It is associated with social, economic and land use diversity as opposed
to homogeneity.

•

It connects uses and functions.

•

It has a quality public realm that provides opportunities for social
interaction and connectedness, and ease of access to “green” space.

•

It offers equitable access to goods, services, and facilities.

•

It contributes to active and healthy communities.

The walkable neighborhood is also associated with specific design
parameters. The connectivity of block and street patterns and the length
of blocks, for example, affects the extent to which the built environment
supports pedestrian activity. These considerations include whether there
are street trees and wide sidewalks, whether blocks are faced with parking
lots, blank walls, or glass-fronted shopfronts and other active frontages,
or whether there is enough street connectivity. Attention is also given to
the incorporation of age friendly design and universally accessible design
features.
Defining the walkable neighbourhood also extends beyond pedestrian
interests, as the ability to walk in a neighbourhood requires not only a
type of mobility and means of travel, but also a type of sociability between
neighbours, which, together can affect the physical and mental health of
people in the community.

Neighbourhood Street Patterns Affect Walkability
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20-Minute Neighbourhoods
A 20-Minute Neighbourhood is a design concept for building walkable
neighbourhoods, whereby residents can meet most of their daily needs
by walking or cycling no more than 20-minutes from home to local sites.
These everyday needs could be met by travelling to such places as grocery
stores, pharmacies, daycares, schools, cafés, recreation centres, and
transit stations.
The five- to ten-minute walking radius (400 to 800 metres) for an average
person is the standard indicator for informing the configuration and
distribution of land uses and other features in a walkable 20-Minute
Neighbourhood. The area represents a walkable catchment.
Central to the 20-Minute Neighbourhood concept is community activity
nodes and neighbourhood activity nodes within Community and
Neighbourhood Centers (as described, for example, in the BrookswoodFernridge Community Plan). Neighbourhood activity nodes are compact
places with concentrations of businesses, services, housing, and gathering
spaces that serve local and community residents, functioning as destination
anchors to surrounding areas.

Compact 20-Minute Neighbourhood
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The Importance of Place
A neighbourhood is a place. Designing and building great new
neighbourhoods involve transitions from one type of place to another. The
character of this changed place – a neighbourhood – can be described
through visual aesthetics and physical relationships. Neighbourhood
character involves a mix of elements in the natural and built environments
that give it a distinct “personality”. Every property and building, public
place, environmental feature, or piece of infrastructure contributes to its
character, as do the arrangements of each of these building blocks.
The visual and physical patterns of the built environment are defined by
recurring characteristics, such as the green street edges of front yards,
street trees, and by the frontage patterns, forms, and orientation of
buildings – which can vary by neighbourhood, street, and block or can
be consistent across the community as a whole. These patterns can
accommodate a diversity of building forms and scales while providing
an underlying sense of cohesion that helps define the character of the
neighbourhood.
But neighbourhood character alone does not define the identity of a space
or the sense of place. For a neighbourhood to become a valued place,
it must also establish and nurture a distinct identity that is determined in
part by how residents, business operators, and visitors experience the
place and socially interact within it. The sense of place of a neighbourhood
consists of both tangible human-built and natural structures and subjective
experiences within and between them.
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Placemaking + Making Place
The act of neighbourhood placemaking is the process of creating quality
places that people want to live, work, play and learn in. It involves making
places in the community that are active, unique, interesting, and visually
attractive locations that often accommodate creative activities. Such places
should be people-friendly, safe, walkable, and include an appropriate mix of
land uses and functions as well as social opportunities.
Quality urban places have a combination of good urban form, an
appropriate mix of land uses and functions, and social opportunities. The
“act” or process of placemaking is the effort to combine these ingredients,
given the urban design context, to create quality urban places that
accommodate activities that build a strong sense of place.

“Small Town” Identity
Small Town Identity refers to a combination of physical design factors,
locally focused business activity, and social patterns that create the sense
of a small community on the edge of a large metropolitan region (in the
case of Brookswood-Fernridge). From the perspective of neighbourhood
design, some of the most important elements that contribute to a small
town identity are a walkable neighbourhood centre, a public neighbourhood
square or village green for gathering and celebrating, neighbourhood
centre buildings that have a distinctively different design aesthetic relative
to residential buildings outside it, and residential building design that
strengthens face-to-face interactions. A coherent and cohesive public
space, circulation patterns that easily and frequently connect to key
destinations, and neighbourhood design patterns that respond to the
natural features of the land, all contribute to a , small town identity.
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Transit Readiness
Fundamental considerations in any neighbourhood design are the
location and capacities of existing and planned transportation networks,
and more specifically public transit systems. Transit-Ready Planning
(TRP) involves the design and integration of existing and future planned
transportation networks as part of the broader neighbourhood planning
process. TRP considers the role of public transit in the design process,
at a variety of different scales, even if transit is not planned as part of the
initial development of the new neighbourhood. A design framework that
facilitates a future public transit system helps to ensure that future transit
will be a viable option and an efficient public investment.
In a typical context, public transit may not be immediately feasible as a new
neighbourhood is being built. TRP is a longer-term strategy that ensures
enough transportation capacity to accommodate public transit. Typically
land is identified and provided for transit as development proceeds in a
new neighbourhood. This gives the neighbourhood, over the long term, the
capacity to evolve as the needs of its residents and businesses change, or
its position or role in the municipal or regional context alters.

Neighbourhood Streets Designed to Adapt to Transit in the Future
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Neighbourhood
Design Elements: The
“Building Blocks”
The Neighbourhood Unit
Holistic spatial planning and design take into account the neighbourhood
as a unit in which, land uses, transportation networks, and greenways, to
name a few, are interconnected systems. Each element has a clear place
in the spatial pattern and organizational hierarchy in a neighbourhood’s
geographical area. In recent decades, environmental infrastructure
systems have been positioned as an integral component of an
environmentally sustainable neighbourhood unit.

Neighbourhood Centres
A neighbourhood unit has a varied spatial pattern, supports a mix of
uses and multi-modal transportation connections, and is configured with
a clear organizational hierarchy. Essential to the configuration of the
neighbourhood unit are Centres. Centres are a key contributor to the
development of complete communities, the creation of walkable and
transit-supportive neighbourhoods, and the nurturing of a sense of place
and character. It is, therefore, one of the foundational “building blocks” of
the structure or form of the neighbourhood unit. Centres offer a mix of
commercial, employment, residential, medical, educational and recreational
uses and amenities that support the daily needs of residents and workers.
Centres also incorporate mixed-use development and residential and
non-residential uses in “activity nodes” at their core. There are mainly
residential properties in the outer surrounds of centres.
The Centres of a neighbourhood unit vary in size, scale and intensity, as
do the activity nodes. Some activity nodes are neighbourhood-serving,
such as those in Fernridge and Rinn, and would typically be relatively
modest in size, scale and function. They would consist of a small number
of retail shops and offices that serve the day-to-day needs of the local
neighbourhood. This type of neighbourhood activity node ordinarily
incorporates a limited range of building types, a moderate scale of building
forms, and a relatively modest number of non-residential uses that serve
the daily needs of residents.
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING PRIMER - Building Great New Urban Neighbourhoods
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A second type of activity node, a community activity node, includes
community-wide features (e.g. community parks), a broader range of
building types, a relatively more intense scale of building forms, and a
comparatively large number of non-residential uses and recreational
amenities. It not only serves the daily needs of local neighbourhood
residents, but those of the broader community as well.

Mix of Uses
A mix of uses in a neighbourhood provides residents with the opportunity
to live, work, learn, and play and find goods and services close to home.
Mixing of uses can occur both horizontally and vertically. Horizontal
variation refers to an integration and change in uses between buildings
within a block or on a block-by-block basis. Vertical variation refers to an
integration of multiple and complementary uses in a single building. Vertical
mixing can provide a neighbourhood focal point, a noteworthy space
often associated with the “neighbourhood node,” which helps to create
neighbourhood place identity.
The number of non-residential uses (commercial retail, office,
entertainment, etc.) varies between neighbourhoods. Not every new
neighbourhood will be able to support a mixed-use residential and
commercial junction or main street. Depending on physical or economic
contexts, it may be more appropriate for certain neighbourhoods to “share”
some or all of a range of local-serving commercial uses and other nonresidential uses with adjacent neighbourhoods.

Mobility Choices
A mix of uses has an important effect on the function of transportation
networks in a neighbourhood. Mixed uses can allow non-vehicular
transportation – walking and cycling – to become viable options for
residents, particularly for meeting their everyday needs. This in turn helps
to reduce traffic congestion, as trips that might otherwise be taken by car
are either reduced or eliminated. Multi-purpose streets that incorporate all
forms of transport facilitate mobility choice in the neighbourhood unit.
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Defined Public and Private Realm
The physical design of a neighbourhood establishes the relationship
between the private realm (housing, businesses, private outdoor spaces)
and the public realm (streets, parks, plazas, greenways; it can also
included privately owned public accessible spaces). The activities in both
the private and public realms need to support each other. For example,
a mix of uses in the private realm can stimulate pedestrian activity in the
public realm, while an activated, pedestrian friendly public realm can make
a mix of uses viable.
There are several design considerations that impact the interface of the
public and private realms:

•

The orientation of buildings relative to the street can affect how the
street is used. Pedestrian activity declines where buildings present
blank walls to sidewalks or where large parking lots are situated
between sidewalks and building entrances.

•

Similar building types should face one another across arterial, collector
and “main” streets; transitions between substantially different building
types ideally occur across local streets.

•

Variation in the intensity and scale of uses and buildings draws a mix of
users, at different times of day.

•

A certain minimum proportion of uses is required to stimulate
pedestrian activity and to provide economic incentives for developing
with mixed-use patterns.

•

Width of sidewalks and the physical relationship between vehicular
and pedestrian traffic can affect pedestrian activity. Sufficiently wide
sidewalks and the provision of physical objects – street trees and other
plantings and on-street parking, that separate pedestrians from vehicle
traffic will provide comfort for walkers which helps to activate the public
realm.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING PRIMER - Building Great New Urban Neighbourhoods
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Residential Block Structures and Street Patterns
The block structures and street patterns, sometimes referred to as the
“bones” of a neighbourhood, function as its skeletal framework. Blocks are
usually “built-to,” with buildings and landscaping fronting the edge of the
block to varying distances and scale. Therefore, they form the “physical
confines” or the “street wall” of public space, such as streets/roads,
sidewalks, parks, trails, etc.

Existing Street Pattern

Local residential street network design is a function of the form, character,
and intensity of the block / block patterns that front it and vice versa.
Street pattern design must, therefore, always be considered in relation to
quality block design since these elements are not only interrelated, but
inseparable, one dictating the configuration of the other.
A good local residential street network design provides greater accessibility
through more direct routes; it increases overall network efficiency and
reliability through added redundancy. Such designs also contribute to more
livable neighbourhoods and communities by improving road safety and
public health and by providing choices for getting around. In short, good
neighbourhood local street patterns incorporate human scale deisgn with a
fine, urban grain.

Existing Streets with Added
Connectivity

Determining the spatial arrangement of the block structure and the street
patterns typically involve the following considerations:

•

Block perimeters and block face lengths should balance pedestrian
and bicycle comfort and mobility, emergency response times, transit
accessibility, freight access, and automobile movement.

•

Block areas and perimeters should be appropriately sized to
accommodate the relevant development forms and building types.

•

Block areas and perimeters should result in a street network with
high connectivity that meets objectives for street network density,
intersection density, pedestrian and cycling route directness, and
effective walking and cycling areas.

•

Block areas and perimeters should be able to support a range of
building types for employment, commercial, mixed-use, live-work, and
residential uses.

•

Block areas and perimeters should be able to support a range of
housing types.

•

Configuration of blocks should account for access to services, such
as vehicle parking, solid waste / recycling storage and pick-up, and
rainwater harvesting.
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Determining the spatial arrangement of the block structure and street
patterns for a neighbourhood should mainly be guided by the existing
subdivision structure and street patterns, and equitable distribution of
infrastructure costs (as much as practical) and networks of natural areas
and features.
Optimally, typical blocks should be small enough to accommodate
development, street network connections, and street frontages, but not
so small that the amount of land dedicated to the street network and
surrounding public realm are proportionately out of balance with the
parameters of development in the private realm.
The benefits of optimally and appropriately sized blocks are as follows:

Block Structure for Varying Access
Needs

•

Connections to and effective use of existing infrastructure can promote
community capital investments that are concentrated, targeted, and
efficient. Maintenance and operations costs are also better tied to land
use.

•

Emergency response is improved by concentrating development and
providing network connections that are less subject to interruption or
disruption.

•

Public health is promoted by providing a built environment where
walking, bicycling, and transit are viable alternatives to automobile trips.

•

Infrastructure investment is appropriately scaled, compact, and efficient.

•

The modular nature of blocks provides flexibility that allows for
adaptation over time.

•

Dimensional standards can adapt to topography and natural features by
allowing adjustment in the size of blocks and the network of streets.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING PRIMER - Building Great New Urban Neighbourhoods
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Conservation Design
Conservation design approaches neighbourhood planning with a focus
on land conservation as the central organizing principle around which
block structures and street patterns are sensitively designed. It takes
into account the natural landscape and ecology of the neighbourhood,
facilitating development in such a way as to maintain the most valuable
natural features and functions of the neighbourhood.
Conservation design is one of the most cost-effective tools for the
preservation of natural areas and features in the design of neighbourhoods
as the technique provides for partial open space preservation and
environmental resource protection at no initial land cost to the municipality,
while allowing development to occur. The conservation design approach to
neighbourhood planning also provides the opportunity (when practical) to
configure the conserved land in a way that contributes to the creation of an
interconnected and linked “network” of natural areas and features.
Conservation design occurs in two steps: (a) identifying natural areas and
features to be conserved (contributing to green infrastructure); and (b)
planning the neighbourhood around those natural areas and features.

A

An initial environmental review is needed to identify the natural areas
and features as design “building blocks” of the neighbourhood (and of
the broader municipal and regional conservation systems). Through a
detailed site survey and research, as part of a development application
(e.g., Rezoning or Development Permit), by a qualified environmental
professional, more detailed information on conservation elements is
collected and shared at a smaller, development site scale. Given the
physical boundaries of the conservation areas, a range of block and
street configurations and patterns can then be identified, refined, and
incorporated into neighbourhood plan policy and further implemented
through conservation design site plan requirements as part of future
development applications

Conservation Design Considerations
B

Conservation design is one of many possible concepts for informing
planning and design for new neighbourhoods. It is most useful as a
design concept for incorporating natural areas and features up front
in the neighbourhood and subdivision design process. It is helpful in
addressing common concerns about environmental preservation, liveability,
and neighbourhood character at both the neighbourhood scale and the
development site scale.

C
Example of Natural Site (A)
Developed with a Traditional
Approach (B) or a Conservation
Strategy (C)
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However, conservation design should not be considered a panacea
strategy for addressing these concerns in every situation. A potential
negative consequence of using the conservation design approach across
a neighbourhood and community, unchecked and without sufficient
planning guidance, is the creation of “green sprawl.” Local clusters (or
“compounds”) of development, isolated from other local clusters, can cause
neighbourhood structural issues, and undermine walkable neighbourhood
objectives. This is especially the case with regard to traffic congestion and
transit system feasibility, which are exacerbated when conservation design
principles are not thoughtfully applied.

Lot Patterns and Building Orientation
Lot patterns and building orientation and placement play a significant role
in defining the physical character of a neighbourhood. Lot configurations
and patterns vary widely across the municipality and the region and are
largely determined by the block structure in which they are contained.
Regular patterns of rectilinear lots – with typical aspect ratios of 1:2, two
times or greater depth than width – are common, with built structures
arrayed in a similar manner along the street frontages. However, other
lot patterns exist with other aspect ratios that result in a different physical
character. The size, shape and pattern of lots establishes the urban grain of
the neighbourhood fabric and inform the “rhythm” of development along the
street and other public space.
The orientation of buildings on lots also greatly influences the way in which
a neighbourhood is experienced and perceived, just as it also contributes
to the grain and character of the neighbourhood and to the rhythm of the
built form along public space.
Building orientation contributes to or detracts from public space, social
interaction and cohesion, pedestrian-orientated environments, and
neighbourhood amenities (which supports pedestrian use), streetscape
quality, a sense of enclosure in public areas, the building of a sense of
community, and security through “eyes on the street.”
When oriented to face the adjacent street(s) or other public space,
buildings with suitable massing and setbacks provide a sense of enclosure
and appropriate human scale. Buildings designed with quality materials,
enough windows, and context-appropriate architectural details, in
combination with proper orientation, provide streetscapes with a measure
of aesthetic quality, distinction, and sense of place.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING PRIMER - Building Great New Urban Neighbourhoods
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Solar Optimized Design
Solar Optimized Design is a low carbon resilience approach to designing of
neighbourhoods that rely on renewable energy sources, such as the sun, to
limit the production of greenhouse gases that contribute to climate change.
In approaching the structure of blocks, configuration of lots and orientation
of buildings, Solar Optimized Design takes advantage of passive and active
solar strategies.
Passive solar strategies include, for example, the use of energy from the
sun to heat and illuminate buildings. Active solar strategies include the use
of energy from the sun to generate electricity through photovoltaic (solar
panels) systems integrated on south and near-south facing roof surfaces of
buildings.
Solar Optimized Design can also be applied at a variety of scales, from the
individual building to the neighbourhood level. At the building level, Solar
Optimized Design considers latitude (the distance north or south from the
equator), slope, building shape and orientation. At the neighbourhood
level, Solar Optimized Design considers not only the previous four factors,
but also the height of the buildings, the width of the streets, and the
orientation of the streets. Building shapes, orientations, and shadowing,
as well as spatial characteristics and patterns of neighborhoods, can affect
solar capture and utilization, and energy demand of buildings and the
neighbourhood overall. This design method can also contribute to both
climate change mitigation and adaptation.

Solar Design Strategies
20

Housing
A diverse supply of housing helps to create distinct neighbourhoods
and communities and provides opportunities for individuals and families
to remain in their neighborhoods as their lifestyles and housing needs
change. This is especially important for persons who seek to age
within their neighbourhoods and communities. Diverse housing types
support household diversity, including differences in income, size,
age, and preferences for multigenerational living or owning or renting,
thereby enabling inclusionary, vibrant, and livable neighbourhoods and
communities.
In the Metro Vancouver region and the Township of Langley, the
demographics of communities are changing. Urban and suburban
populations are increasing, and housing prices are rising, far outpacing
average local incomes. At the same time, household sizes are declining
with an aging baby boomer generation and younger households taking
many forms. With this shift in demographics and household dynamics,
many neighbourhoods and communities need to look to innovative housing
types to provide for the needs of current and future residents.

Missing Middle
Missing Middle Housing represents the “gap” in types of housing between
single-family housing and multi-family residential, such as townhomes
and apartments, as well as mixed-use buildings. Types of housing that are
included in the “missing middle” are detached accessory dwelling units;
duplexes (two units on a single lot); attached or semi-detached houses
(two units, each on its own lot or stratified, sharing a common wall on the
property line); cottage clusters; pocket neighbourhoods (could incorporate
single family, duplexes, triplexes and quadruplexes as forms of housing);
and manufactured home parks.
Contextually sensitive missing middle housing can be compatible with
single-family homes and may be interspersed in neighborhoods or serve as
a transition to higher-intensity or mixed-use corridors and nodes. Missing
middle housing could also support the viability of neighborhood commercial
districts (more “feet on the street”), higher frequency transit service, and
climate change objectives.
Missing middle housing is often smaller, and therefore is generally better
in addressing housing affordability than traditional, single family homes,
both in terms of the cost of production and purchase / rental costs. Smaller
households would have increased options and first-time home buying
would be more attainable. Diverse rental options embedded in communities
with access to neighborhood amenities like schools and parks would be
also be made more available.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING PRIMER - Building Great New Urban Neighbourhoods
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Street and Streetscape Design
Streets satisfy a multitude of the functions of a neighbourhood’s public life.
They are the movement corridors of the built environment. They are the
showcase of our neighbourhoods, the place where we present who we are
and the values we consider important. They are the places where we meet,
walk, ride, sit, and observe others. They are the places where most of our
public life occurs.
Streets are infrastructure that serve multiple functions and types of users.
They provide public space, allow for pedestrian and bicycle mobility and
access, help with stormwater capture and / or filtration, play a role in
air quality improvement, serve as sites for temporary or permanent art
placement, help to establish community character, and support many social
and business activities, depending on neighbourhood priorities. The design
of streets is therefore an essential element in achieving vibrant and livable
neighbourhoods.

Complete Streets
Complete Streets are intended to balance safety and convenience for
everyone using them and to get the most productivity out of them in
terms of mobility, including a range of transportation choices. Complete
Streets design and practices are intended to safely accommodate diverse
users, including pedestrians, cyclists, motorists, public transport users,
people with disabilities, as well as residents and businesses in adjacent
communities. Complete Streets planning recognizes that streets serve
diverse functions including travelling, recreating, socializing, and vending,
which must be considered and balanced in street design and management.
A Complete Streets approach to space design recognizes that streets are
not simply a purely functional means of increasing mobility and connectivity
while increasing safety. They can serve as a meaningful component of
public space and participate in place making in neighbourhoods.
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Streetscapes
Streetscapes also provide one of the most essential spaces for
public interaction. The comfort of individuals in a space affects their
willingness and ability to interact with others. Therefore, to foster great
neighbourhoods, the pedestrian experience is paramount. The streetscape
is the first public element in forming an impression of a neighbourhood,
which can attract and retain residents and businesses.
A successful streetscape is physically comfortable, safe, and inviting. It
stimulates and bolsters economic growth and stability, attracts residents
and visitors, brings people together, helps to improve our public health
and our environment, and reduces automobile traffic. It is accessible to
everyone and can have a significant impact on how people perceive and
interact with their neighbourhood and community.
There are multiple ingredients for making streetscapes that accommodate
movement and improve user experience. Quality streetscapes should:

•

support the human need for their use and enjoyment by all. They
will prioritize the needs of walking, bicycling, transit use, and social
interaction.

•

result in more people walking and spending time in public space out of
choice – not just necessity – because they are safe, accessible, healthy,
attractive, and convenient.

•

improve pedestrian connections among neighbourhood and community
nodes, hubs, destinations, transit system, and major land use centers.

•

join up to create a green network that enhances the neighbourhood’s
and community’s long-term ecological functioning and people’s
connection to the natural environment.

•

improve street-based social opportunities, community life, access, and
mobility for all citizens, regardless of cultural identity, income group,
neighborhood identity, or mobility level.

Effective streetscapes can have a significant effect on how people perceive
and interact with their neighbourhood and community. If streetscapes
are safe and inviting to pedestrians, people are more likely to walk which
can help reduce automobile traffic, improve public health, stimulate local
economic activity, and attract residents and visitors to a neighbourhood and
community.
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Street Elements
Pedestrian components
The provision of a pedestrian right-of-way is a critical element for any
complete street. Beyond providing simple features like sidewalks or
crosswalks, the following pedestrian components of Complete Streets help
to improve access and safety:

•

Pedestrian priority signaling can help to make high-volume intersections
more pedestrian-accessible.

•

Bump-outs or curb extensions provide pedestrians a “jumping-off” and
“landing” point for crossing large intersections, decreasing the distance
required to travel across vehicular travel lanes.

•

Median islands provide a safe haven at intersections that are large or
have abnormal traffic flow patterns.

•

Traffic calming devices, which include street design elements such as
street trees or narrow travel lanes, encourage careful driving, as drivers
are less likely to speed if the perceived physical safety margin afforded
by ultra-wide streets does not exist. This makes the streets safer for the
pedestrian by slowing down traffic and by providing a physical division
between moving vehicles and pedestrian spaces.

Bicycle components
Complete Streets include bicycling as a transportation choice. As a design
element, bicycling can be accommodated in several ways. Bicycle lanes
provide cyclists with a right-of-way separate from motorized vehicles and
make the motorist aware of the potential presence of bicyclists, improving
cyclist safety. On lower volume and lower speed roads, specialized bicycle
lanes may not be necessary; widened and paved shoulders may suffice, or
it may be possible for bicyclists to share lanes with vehicular traffic without

Complete Street Featuring Pedestrian and Bicycle Components
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issue. However, the right-of-way (ROW) of a Complete Street should be
able to accommodate a future separation of modes if necessary.
Vehicular components
Typical street design standards emphasize level of service indicators based
on motor vehicle traffic efficiency (measured in terms of speed and delay
times). These do not consider the efficiency of movement for other modes,
however. Complete Street standards balance the efficiency of vehicular
traffic with the needs of pedestrians, cyclists, and users of public transit.
Typically, this means taking steps to de-emphasize the priority of vehicles:
lowering speeds, decreasing turning radii and curb cuts, narrowing lanes,
and using physical design elements on the edge of the street to create
a sense of enclosure, which tends to make drivers drive more carefully.
These steps increase pedestrian accessibility and safety and improve the
walkability of the street.
Public Transit components
Complete Streets design can accommodate public transit through, for
example, pedestrian-friendly transit stops that encourage the use of
public transit systems. Pedestrian-friendly connections to transit stops
and specialized transit rights-of-way should be considered. Public transit
represents a substantial public investment and incorporating such design
elements into Complete Streets standards is critical in ensuring the system
by design does not discourage use, but rather makes it a viable, attractive,
and an obvious option.
Ecological infrastructure components and rainwater management
Complete Streets can serve as part of an open space network, providing
pedestrian and ecological links between public / green spaces. As part of a
greenway and open space network, ecological infrastructure components
such as swales for storm water management allow the public ROW to
serve ecological functions. Street trees also have a role in traffic calming
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and can provide a barrier between pedestrians and moving traffic.

“Great Street” Design
A Great Street is designed to accommodate all users and modes of travel
within a well-connected and accessible neighbourhood and community.
A Great Street is the very mainstay of a neighbourhood and community
that integrates a quality human environment with natural environmental
processes. Drawing from the “Complete Streets” design principles, Great
Streets are public rights-of-way that encourage efficiency of travel with a
particular emphasis on transit and active transportation modes; promote
health-conscious and environmentally-friendly lifestyles; and convey a
sense of grandeur.
The following are a list of design principles for Great Streets:
•

Great Streets reflect the neighborhoods through which they pass and
have a scale and design appropriate to the character of adjacent land
uses.

•

Great Streets allow people to walk comfortably and safely. The
pedestrian environment on, along, or near a Great Street is welldesigned and well-furnished. The relationship between the street and
its adjacent buildings is organic, conducive to walking, and inviting to
people.

•

Great Streets are functionally complete. They support balanced mobility
with appropriate provision for safe and convenient travel by every
ground transportation mode: transit, walking, bicycling, personal motor
vehicles, and freight movement.

•

Great Streets provide mobility. They strike an appropriate balance
among the three elements of modern mobility: travel, local circulation,
and access. The right balance varies with the function of the street and
the character of its neighborhoods and abutting properties.

“Great Street” Cross Section
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•

Great Streets facilitate place-making. They incorporate within them
places that are memorable and interesting. These may include plazas,
pocket parks, attractive intersections and corners, or simply wide
sidewalks fostering an active street life.

•

Great Streets are green. They provide an attractive and refreshing
environment by working with natural systems. They incorporate
environmentally sensitive design standards and green development
techniques, including generous provision of street trees and other
plantings and application of best practices for rainwater management.

“Main Street” Design
Main Streets are different from other streets. Main Streets are inherently
more complicated because they are designed not only to accommodate a
variety of travel modes and provide transportation links, but also to act as
strong neighbourhood people places. Main Streets contribute to both the
social and economic vitality of the neighbourhood. A Main Street facilitates
the interaction of people, the promotion of commerce, and the delivery of
services. It serves as a destination, not just a transportation channel. A
Main Street provides good commercial and residential addresses, and
location value to businesses and people that power the local economy and
contribute to building community.
The following principles guide planning, design and operations of Main
Streets:
•

Main Streets are lively and attractive places for people, especially those
on foot, at any time of year.

•

Main Streets provide safe and accessible travel options for all users
and trip purposes, with an emphasis on creating places for pedestrian
activity.

•

Main Streets support a network of streets in a neighbourhood that
together accommodate all users and allow for efficient and high-quality
travel experiences.

•

Main Streets are adaptable, allowing them to accommodate the many
functions and uses of the street.

•

Main Streets contribute to the sustainability and resiliency of the
neighbourhood and community.

•

Main Streets are a cost-effective investment that increases value and
provides benefits to the surrounding neighbourhood and community.
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Building Design
In addition to block and lot patterns and building orientation on their lots
relative to public space, all elements of building design contribute to the
physical environment of neighborhoods and districts within them. Quality
building design is a subject of passionate debate in every community
worth living in, and there is no single agreed-upon definition of what makes
building design “good.”

Human-Centred Design Principles
A human-centred design approach prioritizes the primary visual purpose
of the building, and thus places great value on human perception and
experience. The following are eight human-centred design principles
for building façades that are observable and measurable within the built
environment.
•

Materials: High-quality materials are the building blocks of good
buildings and great places. The message of quality and durability
inherent in long-lasting materials promotes the human perception of
timelessness and continuity of place. High quality building materials
provide an expression of commitment to pedestrian experience.
Materials also contribute to the perception of a building’s overall scale
and texture. Individual building elements of a known size, such as a
brick or a cedar shingle allow the observer to understand the total size
and scale of the structure. The texture of the surface, together with its
color, will affect its visual weight, scale, and light-reflective qualities.

•

Composition: Visual balance is a timeless principle in achieving
success in an overall building composition. A fundamental tool for
achieving balance is the use of symmetry. Applied to buildings, this
principle creates order within the elements of a composition. In looking
for symmetry, groups of architectural elements can most easily be
read visually by the rooflines of a structure. Under each roofline, a
composition is formed which is visually enhanced when symmetry is
achieved. Minor variations to a symmetrical condition, for example a
door that is balanced by a window of the same proportion on the other
side, can occur while an overall sense of balance is maintained.
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•

Scale: Scale in architecture is relative size. It refers to how we perceive
the size of a building element relative to other forms and to the human
body. There are two types of building scale: overall building scale and
human scale. Overall scale is the legibility – our visual and physical
understanding and experience – of a building from a distance, for
example, the roofline. Human scale is the legibility of elements when
one is very close to a building, for example, storefront details. Human
scale can be measured by our ability to reach out and touch detail and
texture. It gives us the ability to judge the size of a space, an idea that
provides comfort and intimacy, acknowledging the appropriateness of
human proximity to the building. Good buildings incorporate both types
of scale simultaneously.

•

Proportion: Proportion is the relationship of three ratios: height,
width and depth. In architecture, this can refer to the overall building
mass as well as to openings for windows and doors within it. The
fundamental premise that vertical proportions in architecture relate
to the upright human body underpins the idea that buildings and
spaces communicating a vertical proportion relate inherently to the
understanding of the living human form, and doors and windows that
follow these proportions confirm this understanding.

•

Rhythm: Rhythm applied to building design is the regular or
harmonious recurrence of lines, shapes, forms, and details. It
incorporates repetition and spacing as a fundamental device to create
visual organization. Almost all buildings incorporate elements that
are by their very nature repetitive. For example, windows and doors
repeatedly puncture a building’s surface to allow light and access.
When these elements are considered together, they have the potential
to create visual rhythm. The result can enliven a surface that is too
blank or create visual unity over the façade of the structure. Building
design elements chosen to repeat on a façade, whether a massing form
or detail element, can help to provide rhythm and become a primary
characteristic of the building’s identity.

•

Transparency: Windows and doors, the building design elements that
are the most typical measure of transparency, reveal the uses inside
the building to the observer and are a measure of how public or private
these uses are intended to be. For example, storefront windows at
street level are typically and necessarily more expansive, suggesting
common uses, while upper levels are smaller, indicating more private
uses. The design of storefronts in particular can enhance pedestrian
activity. Commercial and mixed-use buildings should provide a high
level of transparency at the street level in order to visually connect
activities inside and outside the building. Seen from the outside, it is
the openings in a wall that create one of the strongest visual impacts
beyond the wall itself. As design elements, windows and doors provide
the opportunity to accomplish many of the other façade principles while
at the same time linking the building to the human perception of its use.
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•

Articulation: Building façades that promote positive human responses
incorporate both recessed and projected architectural elements and
are often organized into three major building components: the base,
middle, and top. Recessions and projections in building façades add
architectural texture and are achieved through a variety of techniques,
such as recessed windows, and projected and / or recessed front
porches. The building components of base, middle and top transcend
style and relate architecture to the human body with the visual analogy
of legs, torso, and head. The legs provide stability and permanence,
the torso provides height and bulk, and the head provides identity. With
respect to buildings, the base is the ground level where the building
makes contact with the earth. The middle is the upper portions of the
building, forming most of the structure. The top is the roofline, where
the building meets the sky.

•

Expression: The principle of structural expression can be found in
façades with inherent visual logic. This can provide comfort to the
observer by corresponding with our intuitive understanding of gravity.
Beams and columns, whether expressed (visible) or concealed
(implied) on the façade, form a structural framework that defines
modules of space. In the construction of architecture, structural
elements must span across spaces and transmit their loads through
vertical supports to a building’s foundation. The size and proportion of
these elements are directly related to the structural tasks they perform.
Façade design should also work within the framework of chosen
materials. Design and detailing of materials should result in proportions
and visual load paths for an authentic appearing structure. Dimensions
and spans of visible materials should be related to their own structural
properties.
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Use and Building Scale Interfaces and Transitions
A land use and building scale interface refers to the space where
different land uses and / or different building types and building scales are
in close proximity or adjacent to one another. This interface space can
occur along a shared property line or a public right of way. Interface areas
also refer to the spaces between building façades and adjacent non-built
areas, open spaces, including both public and private areas, streetscapes
and other environs.
Transition is a term used to describe the way mitigation and
neighbourhood design techniques and measures are applied to buildings
and non-built areas along the interface spaces. The purpose of land use
and building transition techniques is to ensure solar access to buildings,
appropriate daylighting for public realm areas, privacy, compatible visual
massing and visual buffering, as well as to ensure that other actual and
perceived nuisances or negative impacts between land uses and buildings
are addressed.
For example, designing buildings with appropriate height and massing
will ensure that they fit with future surrounding land uses, provide suitable
transitions to adjacent developments, and create a livable environment
for neighbourhood residents. Massing strategies can be employed to
lessen the visual impact of larger buildings, respond to topography, and
avoid overshadowing of public and private outdoor spaces. Buildings
should be designed with context in mind and create sensitive transitions
to neighbouring developments, whether it be commercial spaces, public
spaces, single detached or semi-detached dwellings, or multi-unit
residential buildings.
Appropriate transitions can be achieved in many ways, and with quality
design results for the built environment. The overall intent is to ensure that
future development does not overwhelm or negatively affect neighbouring
land uses, buildings and adjacent non-built area.
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Urban Open Spaces
Neighbourhood open space refers to any portion of land within the built
or natural environment of a neighbourhood that has no building structure
on it, except for potentially hard surface areas that include some measure
of natural space. Examples of neighbourhood open spaces include
woodlands and forests, grasslands, lakes, ponds, wetlands, as well as
improved areas such as parks, plazas, cemeteries, sport fields, community
gardens, tree lines, and a variety of other vegetative landscapes and yard
spaces.
Neighbourhood open spaces can have a variety of significant ecological,
social, and economic functions, and are therefore important components of
complex neighbourhood ecosystems. Because of their key characteristics,
such as distinct spatial configuration and multi-functionality, neighbourhood
open spaces contribute a wide range of benefits to the built environment
and can help to improve public health and increase the quality of life of
residents. They serve as recreational facilities for the population, both
dividing and connecting neighbourhood spaces into built and natural
environments. These benefits are reinforced and enhanced when they are
connected to a comprehensive network, linking the main areas of natural,
ecological, scenic, social and cultural values of a neighbourhood.
Such open spaces are increasingly recognized for the many potential and
important roles they play in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, and in
minimizing the impacts of a changing climate on human society. They can
make a significant contribution toward sequestering carbon, improving
air and water quality and in buffering and tempering neighbourhoods and
communities from extremes of heat, cold, wind and precipitation, and other
climate change impacts.
An ecosystem-based adaptation approach to climate change, within a
land use planning context, emphasizes protection, conservation, and
enhancement of a system of neighbourhood open spaces, as a strategy
to “offset” the coming environmental change. An ecosystem-based
adaptation approach recognizes that the establishment of an open space
system is an integral element of land use planning, and attempts to ensure
that the neighbourhoods and the community in which they are housed
accrue the maximum benefits offered by “green” systems.
Beyond their ecological and biodiversity roles, open space networks in
neighbourhoods are also part of land use and utility infrastructure systems.
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Urban Forestry
Trees within neighbourhoods improve livability, increase civic pride, and
contribute significantly to the quality of life for residents. Trees are good
for business. In main street retail areas, shoppers stay longer and spend
more money overall in those districts lined by street trees.
Neighbourhood forests slow the production of ground-level ozone, filter
particulates from the air, and absorb air-borne pollutants such as sulphur
dioxide. A single mature tree can produce enough oxygen for two
people. Trees can also reduce the costs of rainwater management, by
intercepting rainfall and reducing the quantity of rainwater to be handled,
and by reducing heat on and extending the lifecycle of paved areas. In
neighbourhoods with quality trees, crime rates are relatively lower and
drivers slow down and experience less stress. Property values are also
generally higher in these neighbourhoods and noise levels are reduced.
Environmentally, trees increase biodiversity in a neighbourhood by
providing food and habitat for a range of wildlife species. Tree roots protect
stream banks, reducing the potential for erosion and sedimentation, while
shading the water. Trees also conserve and enhance soil productivity by
enriching biological activity through support for insects, bacteria and fungi,
which in turn improve the ability of soils to update water and nutrients.
Neighbourhood trees can also be stressed by restrictions to water and
nutrients, and impacted by wind and road salt / brine. At a time when the
forest in most neighbourhoods will have an increased role in sequestering
carbon, sheltering from winds and reducing demands for energy for
heating and cooling homes as a result of climate change, its trees will face
escalating changes to growing conditions, altering plant hardiness zones
and compromising their longevity.
Development of a forest management strategy as part
of neighbourhood planning promotes forestry as an
integral “building block” or structural element in new
neighbourhoods. In order to guide the development of
great new neighbourhoods, this forest strategy could
incorporate and combine (1) retention; (2) enhancement
and integration through the appropriate “right tree and
right location” methodology; and (3) reforestation that
incorporates the next generation of neighbourhood
trees that would adapt to new growing and seasonal
conditions due to climate change, as an approach to
establishing a robust neighbourhood forest.

Benefits of Urban Trees
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Urban Tree Canopy Cover
One of the best ways to manage existing neighbourhood forests and guide
the development of future forests is to undertake a mapping exercise.
Mapping the forest in a neighbourhood or community provides a key
indicator with which to “benchmark” (current conditions) the forest, set
future targets for it, and measure change in it over time.
Urban tree canopy cover is a performance measure of the physical
coverage of the tree leaf or foliage canopy over the land. It represents a
way of expressing, as a percentage, the spatial extent or vertical projection
of the tree crown coverage in an area. Canopy cover provides an
important way of measuring the character of any neighbourhood forest. It
is a repeatable benchmark that can be measured regularly and can guide
future tree planting programs. The measure of tree canopy cover for a
neighbourhood forest serves as a good indicator of its general health and
value.

Green Infrastructure Networks
The green infrastructure network is composed of an interconnected system
of natural areas (composed of “Sites” and “Hubs” – non-linear natural areas
– and “Corridors” – linear arrangements of natural spaces), other nature
spaces (e.g., greenways, trails), and engineered “green” infrastructure
(“The Matrix”) within the landscape to support and complement the function
and quality of neighbourhoods along with the function and quality of
ecological systems at a variety of spatial scales. The result is a network
that can contribute to the formation of “green” spatial structures, in addition
to trees, within the built environments of neighbourhoods.
Green infrastructure differs from traditional approaches to land use
planning and neighbourhood and site design to provide for an enhanced
neighbourhood structure in which a network of natural, semi-natural, and
engineered systems can enrich social well-being, while ensuring and
balancing benefits to the economic foundations of neighbourhoods and the
community. Green infrastructure involves new approaches to rainwater
management, that reduces impervious surfaces, and develops functioning
ecosystems nested within, through, and below the built environment of
neighbourhoods. Green infrastructure also differs from conventional
approaches to land use planning because it integrates conservation values
and actions along with land development, growth management and built
infrastructure planning. Lastly, green infrastructure functions best when
individual landscapes and systems become part of a larger, integrated
network.
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Parks and Recreation Spaces
Central to the role of planning for great new neighbourhoods is the
creation, establishment, and preservation of engaging and vibrant public
spaces, and the activation of these spaces with amenities, programs, and
services for residents, as well as protection and management provisions for
wildlife and natural environmental processes. Parks and recreation spaces
are accessible to all and are vital to the neighbourhood identity and the
quality of life that attracts and retains residents and businesses.
Parks, and both indoor and outdoor recreation spaces and facilities, are
foundational to the planning and realization of complete communities and
neighbourhoods. Parks and recreational spaces are the places where
residents of neighbourhoods socialize, support their health, play, and relax
daily. The mental and physical health benefits for people using indoor
and outdoor recreation spaces are well documented. Rich and immersive
play opportunities, particularly nature based, are especially central to the
healthy physical and social development of children. The use of natural
materials such as wood, rock and water, as well as the inclusion of artistic
elements as part of park design and recreation programming, create a layer
of visual interest and abstraction that challenges young minds.
Parks and recreational spaces are also set aside to contribute to
conservation of biodiversity and enhancement of the natural environment.
Protection of important ecosystems and habitats is a key priority for the
neighbourhood planning process and neighbourhood parks will serve
a role. Parks and recreational spaces should be designed to address
climate change related issues and provide ecosystem services. Parks will
play an increasing role in the mitigation of the impacts of climate change
by providing green infrastructure to help convey storm water, recharge
groundwater systems, and reduce urban heat island effects, among other
adaptation measures.
In a growing neighbourhood it is increasingly challenging to provide a
balance of adequate and accessible park amenities within walking distance
of all residents.
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Types of Parks
Great new neighbourhoods require and accommodate a variety of both
active and passive recreation in parks spaces. Neighbourhoods could
include, community parks, neighbourhood parks, pocket parks and green
plazas, ecological corridors, as well as biodiversity preserves.
Community Parks
Community parks provide a variety of amenities that are located in
neighbourhoods but serve residents of the whole community. These parks
are home to community festivals and celebrations as well as a variety of
community level amenities including spray, skateboard and bike parks,
large play grounds and spaces for dogs. They often feature a variety of
multiple sport and athletic fields and facilities.
Neighbourhood Parks
Neighbourhood parks are typically smaller, local parks that serve the open
space needs of local residents and include amenities such as passive
grass, playgrounds and natural areas. Many are located adjacent to
elementary schools and include sport fields.
Pocket Parks
Pocket Parks are small open spaces that included amenities such as
passive grass, pathways and play spaces. Pocket parks are often
distributed throughout neighbourhoods to fill in the gaps between
community and neighbourhood parks and to contribute to a network of
parkland spaces within walking distance of all residents.
Green Plazas
Green plazas are small urban green spaces that are intended for nodes
within commercial centres and other denser urban areas that include
amenities such as a richly landscaped urban place with a mix of hard and
soft surface finishes, with a variety of seating opportunities, possibly water
features, and a variety of low level lighting.
Ecological Corridors
Ecological corridors are intended to preserve or enhance the intrinsic value
of natural areas with a focus on ensuring habitat connectivity between
larger ecosystem habitat spaces. These corridor parks are predominantly
sensitive ecosystems, such as creeks and riparian areas, and as such
park amenities are limited to forest pathways and viewing areas. The size
and location of habitat corridors are dependent on the significance of the
natural areas and ecosystems they protect and connect.
Biodiversity Preserves
Biodiversity Preserves are used to protect the neighbourhoods most
ecologically sensitive ecosystems, and to protect large areas for wildlife
habitat. These park preserves often include notable natural features such
as lakes and ponds, wetlands, creeks and large, contiguous urban forests.
Public access is typically limited to forest trails, boardwalks and viewing
platforms. The size and location of biodiversity preserves are dependent
on the location of the sensitive ecosystems they serve to protect.
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Urban Greenways and Trails
Urban greenways are linear outdoor networks for pedestrians, recreational
cyclists and wildlife. They can be developed as recreational pathways,
as ecological corridors that protect wildlife and the environment, as
contributors to rainwater management, as transportation networks that offer
an alternative to vehicular infrastructure, as scenic and historic routes that
connect residents to local landscape and history, and as economic and
livability contributors to neighbourhoods.
Neighbourhood urban greenways are designed with an emphasis on such
factors as linearity, accessibility, connectivity, and conservation. They
may vary dramatically from each other in width, depending on landscape
opportunities and on the character of the natural landscape, but ecological
elements are always present.
Greenways, which support a variety of active travel uses, including walking,
running, bicycling, skating, and potentially horse riding, are useful for both
people and wildlife.
This emphasis on connections contrasts with the traditional approach to
conservation of open space and natural areas, which stresses purchasing
blocks of parkland, large and small, often isolated in a sea of surrounding
development. While such parks are vital for conserving habitat and for
recreation, their value could be greatly enhanced by creating green links
– greenway networks – between them and other key neighbourhood
destinations.
It is well documented that walking is the most common daily physical
exercise and recreational activity. Ease of access and plentiful supply of
neighbourhood trails, pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and other walking
supportive infrastructure, integrated in both public and private contexts, is
an essential element of walkable neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood trails
or pathways are most often designed for a narrower user group relative to
urban greenways with a specific design focus on pedestrians.
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4

Neighbourhood
Design Process
Urban Design
Urban design is the art and practice of shaping neighbourhoods (taking
into account the communities, municipalities, and regions in which they are
located) and of influencing the interaction between people and places within
them, drawing upon the design context and elements discussed earlier in
this Primer.
Urban design recognizes the social, economic, environmental, and
cultural factors (among others) that play a role in the shaping of natural
and built environments into a particular place. One of the main goals
of neighbourhood design is to create a socially and culturally vibrant,
attractive, livable, functional and climate-smart community with a strong
sense of place. Neighbourhood design is the piecing together of the
neighbourhood building blocks.
The art and practice of shaping new neighbourhoods operates at a variety
of scales and resolutions, from the community, municipality, and region –
the macro scale and resolution – that the neighbourhood is nested within
individual buildings, associated landscaping and street furniture, and
architectural finishes, details and materials – the micro scale and resolution.
The overarching shape of a neighbourhood fundamentally influences the
scale and arrangement of streets, buildings, ecosystems and green space,
and so ultimately determines how well the neighbourhood works. At these
different neighbourhood levels, design requires attention to the details of
each building block, to the interplay of building blocks at every scale of
design, and to how these blocks best fit together.
Urban design is not only a practical enterprise, however, but an ethical
one, inasmuch as it hopes to shape space in such a way as to serve the
common good, establishing enjoyable and functional places where people
want to be now and in the future.
Although urban design is often viewed as a defined “project,” it should, in
fact, be considered an ongoing process that evolves over time given the
dynamic nature of neighbourhoods and the communities, municipalities,
and regions in which they are located.
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5

Glossary
This glossary defines some words and phrases found throughout this
document to establish a common understanding of certain concepts and
terms, and to build a common language as part of the neighbourhood
planning process. Most definitions have been drawn from existing
Township of Langley documents.
Accessible
refers to having ease of access, regardless of an individuals level of
abilities. See: Universal Accessible Design
Active and Passive Recreation
refers to active recreation activities are those which require physical
exertion (e.g. jogging, bicycling, rowing, skating, field sports, etc.), and
passive recreation activities are those which require limited physical
exertion (e.g. bird watching, walking, photography, etc.).
Active Living
A way of life in which physical, social, mental, emotional and spiritual
activities are valued and are integrated into daily living.
Active Transportation
refers to any mode of transportation by which people use their own energy
to power their motion, including walking, running, cycling, skateboarding,
roller blading, and mobility assisted devises, such as walkers, wheel chairs
and scooters. Typically, these modes utilize on-road and off-road facilities
such as sidewalks, cycling lanes, and multi-use trails and may also be
combined with public transit.
Age Friendly Design
refers to an age friendly built environment includes a safe pedestrian
environment, safe street crossings, easy to access shopping centres, a
mix of housing choices, nearby health centres and recreational facilities.
Additional age friendly urban design features could include non-slip
materials on footpaths, adequate street and park furniture and awnings for
weather protection, legible and pedestrian scale signage, well-lit walking
areas, and the incorporation of Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design principles.
Amenities
refers to neighbourhood features that contribute to residents’ quality of life,
such as parks and natural areas, recreational facilities, schools, public art
and other place making features, shopping opportunities and services.
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BC Energy Step Code:
refers to an optional compliance path in the BC Building Code that local
governments may use to require a level of energy efficiency in new
construction that goes above and beyond the requirements of the base BC
Building Code. It establishes a series of steps, representing increasing
levels of energy-efficiency performance to serve as a policy pathway to
reach the Provincial goal that all new buildings be constructed as net-zero
energy ready by 2032.
Biological
refers to all aspects connected with the natural processes of living things.
Biodiversity
refers to the number and variability of organisms found within a specified
geographic area; this includes diversity within species, between species
and of ecosystems.
Block Area
refers to the computed area contained within a block bounded by abutting
public streets, or, in some cases, urban open space.
Block Face
refers to the computed length of that portion of a block adjacent and
parallel to the abutting public street and normally extending from one
intersecting street to another, or, in some cases, urban open space.
Block Perimeter
refers to the computed length and aggregate of all block faces.
Built Form
refers to the physical shape and scale of building volume in terms of
height, width and depth, and how the building is articulated with regards to
architectural details.
Carbon Footprint
refers to a measure of the greenhouse gas emissions produced by human
activities.
Carbon Sequestration
refers to the removal and storage of carbon from the atmosphere in carbon
sinks (such as oceans, forests or soils) through physical or biological
processes, such as photosynthesis.
Climate Change
refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g.,
by using statistical test) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of
its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades
or longer. Climate change can be due to natural internal processes
or external forces such as modulations of the solar cycles, volcanic
eruptions, and persistent anthropogenic (all human activity) changes in the
composition of the atmosphere or in land use.
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Collector Street
refers to streets that carry traffic from local streets to the major system
of arterial streets, including the principal entrance streets of a residential
development and streets for circulation within such a development. Onstreet parking is often provided.
Community Activity Node
refers to community-scale hub that serves as a both a neighbourhood and
community ‘anchor’ and destination, that incorporates a concentration of
residential, employment, community services, civic activities, as well as
public gathering spaces and a high-quality design and character for private
and public realms.
Community Amenity Charges (CAC)
refers to a voluntary contribution made by a developer when Council
approves certain types of rezoning applications. The CAC amount is a
flat rate per square metre of all new residential units associated with a
rezoning application. The CAC is used to help fund a specific amenities in
communities.
Community Garden
refers to a shared garden space where groups or individuals grow and
raise food. Community gardens are often located on public lands or
undeveloped private land and are the result of a group of people coming
together to make land available for gardening. Community gardens often
contain raised bed allotment plots and water access, and possibly public
art and educational signage, among other features.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
refers to a pro-active crime prevention strategy that focuses on an analysis
of how the features of the built and natural environments and the policies
that govern its management and use can constrain criminal activity. CPTED
strategies are based on the premise that the proper design and effective
use of the built environment can lead to a reduction in the incidence and
fear of crime and improve the quality of life. Emphasis is placed on the
physical environment, productive use of space, and behaviour of people to
create and manage environments that are absent of environmental cues
that cause opportunities for crime to occur.
Detached Accesssory Dwelling Unit (DADU)
refers to a separate residential space on the same property as a singlefamily house that generally includes living, sleeping, kitchen and bathroom
facilities and have a lockable entrance door to the exterior. These types
of accessory dwelling units can be incorporated on the second storey of a
detached garage or as a separate building or backyard cottage.
Density
refers to, in neighbourhood planning and placemaking, the ratio and the
intensity or quantity of housing units or built floor area within a specified
and defined area of land. Density can be expressed by dwelling units per
hectare or by floor area which relates to the amount of building floorspace
to the area of land.
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Ecological Functions
refers to the biological, geochemical and physical processes and
components that place or occur within an ecosystem. Ecological
processes or functions having monetary or non-monetary value to
individuals or society at large. These are frequently classified as (1)
supporting services such as productivity or biodiversity maintenance, (2)
provisioning services such as food, fiber or fish, (3) regulating services
such as climate regulation or carbon sequestration and (4) cultural services
such as tourism or spiritual and aesthetic appreciation.
Ecological System
refers to a functional unit consisting of living organisms, their non-living
environment and the interactions within and between them and the
movement of nutrients and energy. The components included in a given
ecological system (ecosystem) and its spatial boundaries depend on
the purpose for which the ecosystem is defined: in some cases they are
relatively sharp, while in others they are diffuse. Ecosystem boundaries
can change over time. Ecosystems are nested within other ecosystems
and their scale can range from very small to the entire biosphere. Within an
urban context, people are one of the key organisms of ecosystems, which
are influenced by the effects of human activities in their environment.
Eyes on the Street
refers to the activity taking place in neighbourhood streets that keeps
the movement and security of the local street intact through informal and
casual observation and presence by its residents and business operators.
When there are people present in a public space such as city streets or
neighbourhood park, and can readily observe the area from their front
porch or living room of their residence, it strengthens the space and
inspires social cohesion.
Focal Point
refers to a grouping of facilities and infrastructure within a common
geographic location which acts as a destination point for a variety of
purposes to serve a neighbourhood or community.
Geochemical
refers to chemical composition, and chemical reactions and changes of the
earth’s surface geology and its rocks and minerals.
Greenhouse Gases (GHGs)
refers to those gaseous constituents – particularly carbon dioxide (CO2),
nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and ozone (O3) – of the atmosphere,
both natural and anthropogenic (all human activity), that absorb and emit
radiation at specific wavelengths within the spectrum of terrestrial radiation
emitted by the earth’s surface, the atmosphere itself and clouds. As
atmospheric concentrations of GHGs increase, the surface of the earth
becomes warmer, increasing the amount of energy contributing to weather
dynamics globally, and resulting in changes to both climate (a pattern of
weather measured over decades) and weather (outdoor conditions as they
are happening currently).
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Green Infrastructure
refers to an interconnected natural areas and spaces, engineered systems
and ecological processes that contribute toward clean water, air quality,
wildlife habitat, and climate change adaptation as well as other benefits to
people and to the environment. Green infrastructure is also comprised of
both isolated and interconnected surface water (aquatic) areas – naturally
occurring and human made – including lakes, ponds, wetlands and
watercourses, and engineered systems that include rainwater controls,
management, quality treatment, harvesting and disposal systems, as well
as groundwater recharge and management systems. Green infrastructure
sustains a neighbourhood’s and community’s social, economic and
environmental health, and contributes to safety, protection and well-being
of its residents.
Greenway
refers to a linear corridor that accommodates pedestrians and cyclists,
and other non-motorized means of mobility, that connects parks, natural
areas, other neighbourhood destinations and destinations outside of the
neighbourhood.
Healthy Neighbourhoods and Community
refers to a neighbourhood or community that is continuously creating
and improving those physical and social spaces within the built and
natural environments and expanding community resources and networks
that enable people to mutually support each other in performing all the
functions of life and in developing to their maximum physical, mental and
social potential. Healthy neighbourhoods and communities provide and
incorporate health-supporting transportation and food networks, housing,
natural places, and overall good neighbourhood design. A healthy
community as a urban design framework and is a subset of a complete
community design framework.
Housing Affordability
refers, within the context of the Brookswood-Fernridge neighbourhood
plan areas, financially attainable home ownership and rental housing that
suitably meets the needs of a diversity of households and is provided
by the marketplace. Housing affordability incorporates traditional and
innovative forms of housing, as well as a diversity of types and tenures
of mixed-use and ground-oriented ownership and rental housing.
Recognizing that not every household has the financial means to access
or compete in the housing market, financially subsidized housing, or other
government or non-profit interventions in the housing sector, are not
specifically excluded, but are not a primary focus.
Human Scale
refers to the proportional and appropriate relationship between the sense
of height, bulk, and architectural articulation of a place or individual
buildings and other parts, of the built environment, to the dimensions
of a typical adult human body; an emphasis on building features and
characteristics which can be observed in close proximity, at the speed a
pedestrian would travel. A building is considered to have good human
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scale if there is an expression of human activity or use that indicates the
building’s size. For example, traditionally sized doors, windows, and
balconies are elements that respond to the size of the human body, so
these elements in a building indicate a building’s overall size.
Infrastructure (Municipal)
refers to the physical assets developed and used by a municipality to
support its social and economic activities. The municipal infrastructure
inventory includes such diverse assets as drainage, roads and right-of-way
infrastructure, parks and green spaces, buildings, fleet vehicles, transit
facilities, buildings, traffic control infrastructure, recreation facilities, and
library resources.
Life Cycle of the Neighbourhood
See: Neighbourhood Life Cycle.
Livability (Livable)
refers to the environmental and social quality of an area as perceived
by residents, employees, customers and visitors. This includes safety
and health (traffic safety, personal security, and public health), local
environmental conditions (cleanliness, noise, dust, air quality, and water
quality), the quality of social interactions (neighbourliness, fairness,
respect, community identity and pride), opportunities for recreation
and entertainment, aesthetics, and existence of unique cultural and
environmental resources (e.g., historic structures, mature trees, traditional
architectural styles).
Low Carbon Resilience
refers to climate change strategies that integrate and achieve co-benefits
between efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (mitigation) and
planning intended to reduce our vulnerabilities to the impacts of climate
change (adaptation). Typically, greenhouse gas reduction (climate change
mitigation) and building resilience to climate change impacts (adaptation)
have been approached as separate processes. Combining these
strategies can achieve co-benefits.
Mitigation
refers to, in the context of climate change, refers to human intervention
to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks (any process, activity or
mechanism that removes or absorbs from the atmosphere) of greenhouse
gases (GHGs). Mitigation efforts can mean switching to renewable energy
sources, employing new technology and/or retrofitting older equipment
to reduce emissions, and changing planning and management policies.
Mitigation also includes efforts to expand forests or to enhance other
mechanisms that remove CO2 from the atmosphere.
Mixed-Use Development
refers to development that includes a mixture of different land uses such
as: residential, commercial, institutional, recreational and public spaces. It
generally refers to development where different uses are not only combined
on the same site but also within buildings themselves. An example might
include residential apartments located above a commercial space located
on the lower, first floors of a building.
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Natural Areas and Features
refers to an area of land or water that is dominated by native vegetation in
naturally occurring patterns. Such areas could include grasslands, forests,
wetlands, peatland, or riparian areas. Areas such as groomed parks,
sports fields and schoolyards are not natural areas. Natural features may
include tree stands and forested areas, water bodies, geologic formations
and other natural landscapes that are representative of the Township of
Langley’s natural history.
Neighbourhood
refers to a residential area with an appropriate mix of housing types with
convenience-type commercial facilities and where appropriate, schools or
park facilities.
Neighbourhood Activity Node
refers to a neighbourhood-scale hub that serves as a neighbourhood
‘anchor’ and destination, and incorporates a mix of residential,
employment, services and civic activities, as well as modest public
gathering spaces.
Neighbourhood Life Cycle
highlights that neighbourhoods go through population, socio-economic and
demographic cycles. The nature of the change over time depends upon the
neighbourhood’s characteristics and location. In general, neighbourhoods
go through four major cycles:
1. New development – the population of the neighbourhood is increasing
through the development of vacant lands. New housing generally
attracts young families with children.
2. Growth – after the neighbourhood has been fully built out, additional
growth occurs as families grow and the number of individuals per
dwelling unit increases.
3. Decline – generally, the families who moved into the neighbourhood
continue to live in the neighbourhood and the neighbourhood’s
composition is fairly stable; however there is a general decline in
the population as the children in the area mature and move out of
the family home and the prevalence of “empty nesters” in smaller
households increases.
4. Mature – generally, the population is stable, but net migration may
impact whether the population declines, stays the same, or grows.
Growth can be encouraged through redevelopment, especially if
densities increase.
Open Space
refers to areas of land and water that is semi-natural in composition. Such
spaces could include active recreation parks, schoolyards, conventional
stormwater management facilities and some boulevards.
Private Space (Private Realm)
refers to space that is within a private property line and is perceived and
legally understood as being private.
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Privately Owned Publicly Accessible Spaces (POPS)
refers to spaces that are privately owned and which are intended for use
by, legally required under municipal bylaws and legal agreements to be
open to, the public.
Public Space (Public Realm)
refers to space on public property to which the public has unrestricted
access, such as streets, parks and sidewalks.
Resilient
in the context of neighbourhoods and neighbourhood planning, refers
to capacity social, economic and environmental structures, systems
and processes to cope with a hazardous event or trend or disturbance,
responding or reorganizing in ways that maintain their essential function,
identity, and structure, while also maintaining the capacity of adaptation,
learning, and transformation.
Sense of Enclosure
refers to a urban design element in creating urban places that are well
defined and have a sense of place and identity. Sense of enclosure
provides a feeling of shelter and helps to create places in which people
feel comfortable. A sense of enclosure is created through elements from
both the built and natural environments is created through consideration
of a variety of factors including the ratio of width and length of urban open
space to the height of buildings and formal landscaping.
Spatial Organization
refers to how elements of the built and natural environment are arranged
and integrated with one another.
Solar Orientation and Exposure
refers to a building, site, or street (and district) determines the availability
of sunlight for daylighting, and affects human health and mental wellbeing, plant growth, heating and cooling needs (including window size
and shading) and performance of photovoltaic panels. Solar access and
exposure can be discussed as they pertain to site design and urban/street
design.
Street Furniture
refers to fixtures installed along the roadway, at or above grade level,
including lamp posts, pedestrian lighting, fire hydrants, street signs,
benches, recycling and trash cans, bike racks, water fountains, and
planters. Similar fixtures can be incorporated in other public areas such as
outdoor gathering spaces, parks and other open spaces, and areas within
the private realm.
Streetscape
refers to all the physical elements, including the spatial arrangement, that
make up the physical environment of a street and its immediate surrounds,
and define its character, including: the road, boulevard, sidewalk, and
building setbacks, height and style. The creation of a streetscape is
achieved by the development of both public and private lands and may
include specific paving treatments, trees and other vegetation, lighting,
pedestrian amenities and street furniture.
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Streetwall
refers to the vertical elements that define the edges of public streets and
public spaces. In most instances, streetwalls are the front walls of buildings
that are adjacent and along the street edge. Streetwalls, however, may
also consist of elements that are not buildings, such as landscaping,
fences, or other structures. A streetwall helps define the public realm by
providing enclosure and creating a human¬ scaled space.
Sustainable
See: Sustainability.
Sustainability
refers to a way of living which meets the needs of the present and does
not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Urban planning takes an integrated, holistic view of urban environments
and defines sustainability in the context of interrelated ecosystems
encompassing economic, social, environmental and cultural sustainability.
The principle of sustainability also includes financial sustainability, ensuring
urban planning recognizes and addresses resource constraints and
capacities.
Universally Accessible Design
refers to the design of the built environment in a way that increases the
accessibility, safety, mobility and independence for people of all ages and
abilities.
Urban Agriculture
The practice of cultivating, processing, and distributing food in and around
towns and cities. It involves applying intensive production methods and
(re)using natural resources and urban wastes to yield a diversity of crops
and livestock. Urban agriculture could be undertaken in backyard gardens,
rooftop gardens, community gardens and urban farms.
Urban Forests
refers to trees and tree environments found on public and private lands
within a urban neighbourhood, and include cultivated landscapes, natural
areas and managed forests.
Urban Grain
refers to the cellular structure of an urban environment. This structure
consists of the forms and objects in the built environment, various features
and spaces in the natural environment, and their relationship to on
another. Areas of high or ‘fine’ granularity have relatively modest or small
blocks, small lots, small buildings and a relatively large number of street
intersections. Areas of low or ‘coarse’ granularity have relatively larger
blocks, fewer, bigger buildings, large lots, and relatively smaller number
of street intersections. Urban designers refer to fine or coarse grain to
describe elements in the urban environment. Coarse and fine grain can
describe phenomena in the urban environment at many different scales
and proportions, from the size of particular areas – precincts or districts
– within a neighbourhood, urban open space, and residential blocks, to
the distribution of elements on an individual building’s façade, and the
proportional relationships of built form to urban open space.
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Urban Open Space
refers to natural areas or other spaces integrated into the built environment
such as woodlands and forests, grasslands, lakes, ponds, wetlands, as
well as improved areas such as parks, plazas, cemeteries, sport fields,
community gardens, tree lines, and a variety of other vegetative landscape
and yard spaces.
Urban Quality of Life
means human satisfaction with different urban attributes such as
transportation, quality of public spaces, recreational opportunities, land
use patterns, population and building densities, and ease of access for all
to basic goods, services and public amenities. As well as social attributes
such as protecting public health, safety and security, education and social
integration, promoting equality and respect for diversity and cultural
identities, increased accessibility for persons with disabilities, preservation
of historic, spiritual, religious and culturally significant buildings and
districts, promoting spatial diversification and mixed use of housing and
services at the local level in order to meet the diversity of needs and
expectations. These are in addition to environmental attributes such as
preserving local landscapes and treating the local environment with respect
and care.
Urban Scale
See: Human Scale
Urban Structure
refers to the spatial arrangement and distribution of both public and
private space and both built and natural environments in communities and
neighbourhoods and the degree of connectivity and accessibility.
Urban Tree Canopy Cover
refers to the North American standard for assessing the performance of
urban forests. Canopy cover is based on how much ground area – the
areal extent – is covered by tree leaf or foliage canopies when viewed from
directly above.
Walkable
refers to a built environment designed to make travel on foot convenient,
attractive, and comfortable for people of various ages and abilities.
Considerations include the directness of the route, safety, amount of street
activity, mix of land uses, local destinations, separation of pedestrian and
auto circulation, street furniture, surface material, sidewalk width, prevailing
wind direction, intersection treatment, curb cuts, ramps and landscaping.
Walkable Catchment
refers to an analysis and measurement technique and evaluation
outcome of how convenient and easy it is to walk within and through a
neighbourhood, from end to end.
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Well-Being
means promoting a better way of life and equality for citizens. Well
being in its simplest definition is: Being Well. It is where the basic human
requirements are met, whilst being afforded the opportunity to have
optimistic aspirations enveloped in an environment where the endeavour of
‘Being Well’ can be achieved, therefore, attaining a satisfactory quality and
standard of life and happiness.
Wet Climate Community
means a concept for communities along the South Coast of British
Columbia that encourages them to plan their transportation systems,
buildings and recreation projects around the idea of using their
infrastructure during all four seasons, specifically accommodating rainy
seasons.
Wetland
refers to land having water at, near or above the surface, or which is
saturated with water long enough to promote wetland or aquatic processes,
as indicated by poorly drained (hydric) soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and
various kinds of biological activity that are adapted to the wet environment.
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20338 - 65 Avenue
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